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Abstract: The use of substituting cementitious materials (SCMs) to produce low-carbon concrete is 
escalating. This contributes to reducing the anthropogenic emission of CO2, and to reduce harmful 
temperature gradients during cement hydration in massive structures. Mature low-carbon concretes 
are known to perform well on both strength and durability. However, the maturity process is slow 
compared to that of standard concrete. Structures made from low-carbon concrete are subject to 
penetration of agents like chloride at early age, accelerating degrading processes. Chloride 
penetration is a major problem especially to infrastructure, due to seawater proximity and the use of 
de-icing agents. Solutions for reducing penetration of harmful substances are called for, especially at 
early age in the life of structures made from concrete with high cement substitution.  

This paper reports from investigations on the use of hydrophobic paint utilized as surface 
treatment, to reduce the penetration of water-soluble agents like chlorides into low-carbon concrete 
at low maturity. The test specimens are mainly core cylinders, drilled from larger elements 
subsequent to exposure of NaCl-solution under ambient temperature conditions. Some tests have also 
been executed on standard test cubes, partly submerged in NaCl-solution and exposed to repeated 
freezing-thawing cycles to simulate the conditions in the splash-zone of marine structures. The 
results indicate a potential for reducing chloride penetration with efficiency up to 90%, depending on 
the exposure regime and the maturity level of the concrete and the hydrophobic paint.  

Keywords: chloride penetration; degradation; hydrophobic paint; surface treatment; SCM; 
low-carbon concrete; early age 

 

1. Introduction 

Concrete is essential to the growth and welfare of all modern societies. According to the 
European Cement Association CEMBUREAU, the total cement production in the world was 4.65 
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billion tonnes in 2016 [1], roughly estimated to constitute around 2 cubic meters of concrete per 
capita in the world being built into new structures every year. And these numbers are growing. The 
world capita is expected to grow from today’s 7.6 to 10 billion in 2050 [2]. This population growth 
alone indicates that the world production of cement will have to grow to 6 billion tonnes in 2050, 
only to accommodate the population growth [3]. In addition, concrete is needed for supporting the 
economic growth of societies.  

Within the civil and structural industry, “concrete” is commonly understood as a composite 
material where particles of rock and sand are “glued” together, mainly using Portland Cement (PC) 
as the binder. PC is locally available in most regions of the world, through a relatively simple process 
involving calcination of natural minerals at 1450 degrees Celsius. However, it is this process that is 
responsible for most of the high CO2 footprint from the concrete industry; 600–1000 kg CO2 per 
1000 kg PC depending on the production process. Some of this stems from the energy consumption, 
but near 500kg is due to the elimination of CO2 from the mineral calcite (CaCO3). This 
CO2-elimination is the main purpose of the calcination process. Hence, the production of PC is not 
possible without severe emissions of CO2.  

Several materials have the potential for substituting parts of the PC in concrete, commonly 
referred to as Substituting or Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM). SCMs are categorized 
into two groups; latent hydraulic materials and pozzolanic materials. Latent hydraulic materials react 
with water, but only in the presence of a catalyst like PC. Slag, mainly from the ferroalloy industry is 
the dominant representative of the latent hydraulic materials. Pozzolanic SCMs do not react with 
water, however with the Portlandite (calcium-hydroxide, Ca(OH)2) which is a byproduct from the 
reaction where PC hydrates in water to create calcium-silicate-hydrate (C–S–H)—the “glue” in 
concrete. A variety of pozzolanic materials are known, both natural (like clays) and industrial 
byproducts (like ashes from combustion of organic materials or fly-ash from the silicon industry). 
Dominant scientists like Prof PK Mehta have worked for decades to develop the knowledge of the 
qualities of SCMs. It is well documented that SCMs have the potential for successfully substituting 
parts of the PC in concrete and even for improving most qualities, including durability. One example 
is [4], published in the third edition in 2008. Due to the potential for lowering the CO2 emission, 
concretes with a high level of PC substitution by SCMs are often referred to as low-carbon concrete.  

The concrete industry is commonly accepted to be responsible for 5–7% of the global 
anthropogenic CO2 emission, e.g., [5]. This is challenging in times when the emission of greenhouse 
gasses is believed as being responsible for major global warming. The UN Environmental Program 
Sustainable Building and Climate Initiative are making efforts to meet this challenge. In a report 
from this effort [6], sources of SCMs and today's utilization of those are demonstrated (Figure 1). 
Sources of slag are still available, but further utilization is hindered by formal regulations. However, 
the main available sources of SCMs regards pozzolans, and utilization of those are less restricted by 
legislations. It seems reasonable to expect that the use of SCMs will increase.  
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Figure 1. Use and estimated availability of possible SCMs and fillers, according to [6]. 
The ordinary Portland cement (in grey colour) represents the dominant binder in concrete, 
and at the same time the problem through its high emission of CO2. All other beams 
represent potential substitutions for PC without corresponding CO2- consequences, and 
the blue parts of those the volume of these alternatives currently in use.  

One severe drawback of pozzolanic SCMs is that the chemical reaction where these SCMs adds 
to the creation of C–S–H through reacting with Portlandite is secondary to the PC hydration. Thus, 
the pozzolanic reaction is slow compared to the PC hydration, leaving early age low-carbon concrete 
more prone to the penetration of degrading agents than concrete made of 100% PC. One major 
degrading mechanism of structural concrete is caused by the penetration of chlorides. Chlorides are 
common in the structural environment, e.g., in marine environments or stemming from the use of 
de-icing agents. The main problem with chloride penetration in concrete structures regards 
reinforcement corrosion. Structural concrete uses steel reinforcement to handle tensile loads. A layer 
preventing corrosion is created around the steel reinforcement in concrete, caused by the high level 
of pH in the pore water of PC-based concrete. This protective layer is damaged in the presence of 
chlorides, leaving the reinforcement exposed for corrosion.  

In the above text, a reduction in the emission of CO2 has been the argument for utilization of 
SCMs in concrete. However, quite another argument is also leading to increased use of SCMs; the 
heating potential of PC. Hydration of PC is an exothermic reaction, leading to high temperature 
gradients in hardening concrete. These temperature gradients induce tension in the partly hardened 
concrete, sufficient for causing cracks, especially in massive concrete structures. The cracks are 
hardly a problem to the structural capacity but can severely influence the durability of the structures 
as they open for penetration of degrading agents.  

The combination of expectations on the increased use of SCMs and knowledge on the weakness 
of SCM-based concrete being more prone to early age penetration of degrading agents calls for 
efforts on finding easily available means to avoid future challenges on degrading structures. The 
research presented in this paper adds to this knowledge gap by investigating the effects of using 
hydrophobic paint on the concrete surfaces, to protect against early age penetration of water-soluble 
agents like chloride. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Concrete and degrading environment 

The development of concrete for these experiments aimed at a high level of PC substitution, 
while still obtaining high workability represented by the slump of 200 mm +/− 20 mm. Considering 
that marine environment and the use of de-icing agents were chosen to represent the main degrading 
environmental challenges, it was decided to add freezing resistance by the use of an air-entraining 
agent for adjusting the level of air in the concrete to 4.5% +/− 1.5%. The composition is shown in 
Table 1. The density of this hardened concrete was 2320 kg/m3. 

Table 1. Constituent materials. 

Constituent Type Dosage (kg/m3) 

Sand 0–8 Local source (Reddal) 940 

Fine aggregate 8–16 

Coarse aggregate 16–22 

Cem II/A–V (81%PC, 15%FA) 

FlyAsh class F (ASTM C618) 

Silica fume 

Added water 

HRWRA/SP 

Air-entraining agent 

Local source (TT Anlegg) 

Local source (TT Anlegg) 

Norcem FA 

Supplied by Unicon 

Elkem 940U (undensified) 

Local supply 

Mapei Dynamon SX-N 

Mapei Mapeair 25 

294 

644 

272 

86 

15 

173.5 

2.04 

0.816 

Water/binder ratio 

SCM substitution level 

-----------"----------- 

Hydrophobic paint for surface treatment 

 

% of PC 

% of total binder 

StoCryl HG200 (Silane) 

0.48 

64 

39 

 

The composition was based on a known concrete expected to develop the compressive strength 
of 45 MPa after 28 d hardening. However, due to the cement substitution being increased from 15% 
to 64%, the hardening process was delayed. The achieved compressive strength was 34 MPa after 28 d, 
increasing to 42 MPa after 56 d. The reference curing time for compressive strength is set to 28 d in 
today’s design standards. However, to accommodate the utilization of pozzolanic SCMs, the revised 
EN1992—“Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures” (now on hearing), opens for utilizing 92 d 
compressive strength in the design of structures.  

Though this is an investigation on measures to improve the durability of concrete, the durability 
of the protective hydrophobic paint is only indirectly discussed (in section 3.1 and 3.2.2). This is due 
to the consideration that the purpose of the protective surface treatment is to achieve a temporary 
protection of the structure until the maturity of the concrete itself has developed to the level required 
for resisting chloride penetration. This is a matter of weeks, and thus expected to be well within the 
lifetime of the protection from the hydrophobic paint.  

The concrete was exposed to two different degrading environments, alternatively:  
I. Elements (100 mm × 350 mm × 350 mm) submerged in a solution of 3.5% NaCl in water at 

ambient temperature (0–15 degrees Celsius, averaging around 6). These elements were used to 
simulate full-scale conditions with uni-axial penetration of chlorides and are hence denoted “site 
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elements” in the paper. Cylinder cores were drilled out to be used for test specimens.  
II. Test cubes (100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm) partly submerged in the same NaCl solution, placed 

in a freezing-thawing cabinet accommodating ASTM C666. 56 full cycles of +/−20 degrees 
Celsius were executed.  

2.2. Placing and maturing 

The concrete was poured into non-absorbing moulds made of steel (cubes) or special plywood 
(site elements), slightly vibrated according to a constant procedure and then covered with plastic film 
to prevent evaporation from the surface. All were kept in a controlled environment at 20 degrees 
Celsius +/−2. Demoulding was executed three days after pouring to ensure structural integrity, thus 
avoiding damaging allowed by the prolonged hardening time of the high SCM-level concrete. 

For further maturing, all elements were kept in airtight containers until exposure, to maintain 
uniform humidity.  

2.3. Surface treatment with hydrophobic paint 

The application of hydrophobic paint was executed directly after demoulding, before placement 
of all specimen in an airtight container. Achieving a uniform layer was endeavored by placing each 
specimen on a scale during application, aiming at application of 280 g/m2. Achieved standard 
deviation from this mean was 17.  

2.4. Determination of chloride content 

To determine the chloride content, samples of pulverized concrete was produced by grinding the 
exposed concrete with a diamond disk. Each pulverized sample was standardized on mass and 
dissolved in a 10% HNO3-solution. A set of ion-selective electrodes was used together with a 
voltmeter to identify the content of chlorides in the solution. This set-up was calibrated towards a set 
of standard solutions with a known content of chlorides. The calibration was executed prior to the 
measurements and repeated frequently during the measurements.  

2.5. Statistical treatment of data 

All measurements are based on several parallel tests. The number of parallel tests vary (3–9) 
between the different experiments, and are statistically treated as follows: 

Average and quartiles are calculated for all results from the parallel measurements. Due to the 
nature of this highly inhomogeneous material and the rugged methods, nonvalid results are 
frequently occurring caused by non-homogenous specimens (E.g., voids of entrained air might be 
invisible, but highly interfering with the results). Outliers amongst the measured data are understood 
as such nonvalid results. Outliers are handled by excluding single values that exceeds either the 
upper or the lower quartile. Subsequent to this exclusion, the average of the remaining values is used 
for further comparison and discussion.  

The main test on the overall effect of surface treatment with hydrophobic paint is based on 
datasets from 9 parallel tests. For this test, the statistical significance of the results is evaluated by 
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presenting the upper and lower limits for the symmetric 95% confidence interval for each of the 
result sets—both reference and surface treated specimens. The calculation of the confidence interval 
is based on the data being Student T distributed.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Penetration depth of the hydrophobic paint 

The intention of applying hydrophobic paint is to achieve a water repellent surface, and thus 
reducing the penetration of water-soluble degrading agents into the slightly porous concrete. To 
fulfill its purpose, the hydrophobic behavior must endure until the creation of C–S–H from the 
pozzolanic reaction has supplied the concrete with sufficient properties to resist correspondingly. 
According to the information given by the producer, the hydrophobic paint should penetrate at least 1 
mm into the concrete. The achieved penetration was measured for every 10mm on a cross-section of 
the specimens. The typical averages values are shown in Figure 2. The typical penetration depth is 
shown to be substantially better than the requirement from the supplier of the paint. This indicates 
that the application has been successful. But the high penetration depth also illustrates the porosity at 
early ages of this high SCM-level concrete.  

 

Figure 2. Typical penetration depth of the hydrophobic paint, as a function of 
polymerization time.  

3.2. Site elements submerged at ambient temperature 

The majority of the tests were performed by submerging the site elements in a solution of 3.5% 
sodium chloride dissolved in water, to simulate the salinity in the Norwegian marine environment. 
The container was placed outdoor, for the whole period starting March 1st. The ambient temperature 
was varying within the span 0 to 15 degrees Celsius, averaging around 6 degrees. At testing time, test 
core specimens were drilled out from the site elements. By following this procedure, the penetration 
direction of chlorides was anticipated to simulate the uniaxial penetration that real structures are 
exposed to. Three mechanisms were investigated; the potential effect from surface treatment, the 
effect of exposure time, and the effect of maturity (the concrete hardening and the polymerization of 
the hydrophobic paint) achieved before the exposure. The results of those three investigations are 
presented and discussed below. 
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3.2.1. Potential effect from the hydrophobic surface treatment 

This test was performed at elements after 6 d of maturity, meaning that the concrete had 
hardened for three days before the surface treatment, and then another three days for polymerizing 
the hydrophobic paint. At this age, the elements were submerged in the sodium chloride solution for 
three weeks. Three cores were drilled from each of the two elements; the reference and the test 
element having a hydrophobic surface treatment. From each of those, three sets of dust samples were 
collected from different areas—constituting a total of nine datasets from each of the reference and 
the test element at each profile. The corresponding chloride profiles for each of the two are presented 
in Figure 3. 

The two solid lines in the diagram in Figure 3 represent the average of all results for the 
reference and the test element, respectively. In the outer layer, at 0–2 mm depth, the concentration of 
chlorides is reduced by 50% by the hydrophobic surface treatment, compared to the reference 
element without any treatment. Already in the layer at 4–6 mm depth from the surface, the chloride 
concentration is below negligible 0.05%. Only at a depth of approximately 12 mm, the 
correspondingly low value is achieved for the reference element.  

 

Figure 3. Chloride profiles for site elements: the effect of surface treatment by 
hydrophobic paint. The graphs represent the untreated references (Ref) and the test 
specimens treated with hydrophobic paint (TH), respectively average and upper/lower 
limits for 95% symmetric confidence interval for Student T distribution. Each graph is 
based on 9 separate sets of datapoints  

To evaluate the significance of the measured differences towards the reliability of the 
measurements, the symmetric 95% confidence interval has been calculated anticipating that the data 
represent a Student T distribution. The upper and lower limits for these confidence intervals are 
represented by the dotted lines in the diagram. The narrow limitation that these dotted lines represent 
around the average, demonstrates that the quality of the measurements is good. Also, it becomes 
visualized that the magnitude of the anticipated effect of the surface treatment by far exceeds the 
uncertainty of the method, and thus that the concluded effect of the hydrophobic surface treatment is 
statistically significant. 
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3.2.2. Effect of exposure time 

It seems reasonable to expect that the chloride penetration into the concrete is a function of the 
exposure time and that this relation represents a function growing by power on the form y = aXb, 
which decreases with time. Time dependent relations within building materials are often modelled by 
this simple equation. To investigate this possible effect, specimens were tested after three- and 
seven-weeks exposure, respectively. This investigation was performed after 10 d of maturing time. 
The resulting chloride profiles are presented in Figure 4.  

The dotted lines represent the development of the reference elements. In the outer layer 0–2 mm 
from the surface, the chloride concentration had increased from 0.28% to 0.40% when the exposure 
time increased from three to seven weeks.  

 

Figure 4. Chloride profiles for site elements; Effect of exposure time. The graphs 
represent the untreated references (Ref) and the test specimens treated with hydrophobic 
paint (TH). 

Two points are too little information for making a power regression. However, assuming that the 
graph would go through a point close to origo, e.g. (0.1, 0.1), a close fit (R2 = 0.991) is represented 
by chloride concentration y = 0.21 × (exposure time)0.32, as illustrated by the solid line in Figure 5. 
Hence, the assumption that the chloride penetration is growing at a decreasing rate as a function of 
the time is strengthened.  

The dotted line in Figure 5 represents the chloride penetration in the test samples treated with 
hydrophobic paint. These data points are best fit to a straight line (R2 = 0.999), indicating growth at a 
constant rate. This somewhat surprising finding might be explained by the protective layer of 
hydrophobic paint being degraded by the environment, and hence the protective properties being 
diminished.  
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Figure 5. Graphs fit to model the chloride penetration in the outer layer (0–2 mm) of site 
elements as a function of time, at maturity time 10 d. The graphs represent the untreated 
references (Ref) and the test specimens treated with hydrophobic paint (TH). 

3.2.3. Effect of maturity  

The maturity of the site elements prior to the exposure to the chloride-rich environment was 
expected to influence the chloride penetration rate. To investigate this possible mechanism, three 
different maturing regimes were tested, respectively comprising a total of 6, 10, and 17 d. The 
resulting chloride profiles are shown in Figure 6a. By increasing the maturing time from 6 to 17 d, 
the chloride penetration in the outer layer (0–2 mm) was reduced by a factor of four. This 
demonstrates that the rate of chloride penetration is a function of maturing time prior to exposure. 
Figure 6b illustrates that the improving effect of maturing time prior to exposure is decreasing with 
time, well modeled by an ordinary power function (y = aXb). 

The maturing process consists of two independent mechanisms; the hardening of the concrete 
and the polymerization of the hydrophobic paint. Both are expected to influence the penetration rate 
of chlorides into the concrete. To conclude on any effects from the hydrophobic paint, it is necessary 
to evaluate the two mechanisms separately. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of concrete hardening alone, 
showing that the maturing prior to exposure is significantly influenced by the concrete hardening. 
The chloride penetration in the outer layer is near halved when the maturity time is increased from 6 
to 17 d. 

However, from Figure 6a which in addition to the maturity level of the elements treated with 
hydrophobic paint also contains the reference element with the longest maturing time prior to 
exposure, it becomes clear that hydrophobic paint adds substantially to the protection against 
chloride penetration. Even after just 6 d of maturing, the treated element has substantially lower 
chloride content than the reference element which has matured for 17 d. This added effect was 
investigated. 
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Figure 6. (a): Chloride profiles for site elements; effect of maturity time. The graphs 
represent the untreated references (Ref) and the test specimens treated with hydrophobic 
paint (TH). (b): chloride penetration in the outer layer as a function of maturing time.  

 

Figure 7. Chloride profiles of the reference elements as functions of curing time, which 
for the references only include concrete hardening. 

All site elements were demoulded three days after pouring. This relatively long curing time 
before demoulding was chosen to secure the structural integrity of the elements. This is an issue 
because of the high level of pozzolanic cementitious binder, expected to delay the hardening process 
of the concrete. As soon as the elements were demoulded, the surfaces were treated with the 
hydrophobic paint. While the hardening time for the concrete equals the stated maturing time, the 
polymerization process was three days shorter for all maturity ages.  

The effect of the hydrophobic paint on the surface of the elements can be investigated by the 
filtering effect, expressing the reduction in accumulated mass of chlorides which has penetrated each 
surface unit of the concrete, relative to the reference without any treatment. The mathematical 
expression simply becomes: 

[ 	 % 1 ,

,
] (1)

where mcl tot, x = the accumulated mass of chlorides which has penetrated each surface unit of the 
concrete, accumulated for all layers (g/m2). The filtering effect found by the application of Eq 1 is 
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visualized in Figure 8. The polymerization time expressed along the x-axis equals the maturing time 
minus three days of concrete hardening in the mould prior to the application of the hydraulic paint. 
Figure 8 demonstrates that the hydrophobic paint is able to reduce the chloride penetration by 70% 
after 3 d of polymerization prior to exposure, relative to that of the untreated reference concrete. This 
filtering effect can be improved by increasing the polymerization time prior to exposure, up to a level 
of around 90% after 7 d. Further time for polymerization does not add substantially to the protection. 

 

Figure 8. Accumulated effect of the surface treatment, relative to the reference. 

3.3. Accelerated freezing/thawing exposure 

Considering that loads from the marine environment are in the scope of this investigation, 
influence from repeated freezing-thawing cycles in the splash zone is of special interest. Trying to 
simulate these harsh conditions, a set of test specimen was exposed to partly submerging in a 
freezing-thawing cabinet. After 56 full cycles of +/− 20 degrees Celsius, chloride profiles for the 
splash zone were determined, as illustrated in Figure 9. Also exposed to these harsh conditions, 
surface treatment with hydrophobic paint seems to have the potential for substantially reducing the 
penetration of chlorides in early-age low-carbon concrete. Measurements of chloride content in the 
outmost layer of the concrete are omitted, as surface scaling is an effect of repeated freezing-thawing 
cycles. Hence, the outer layer (0–4 mm) is hardly existing, and measurements start in the layer 4–6 mm. 
In this layer, the chloride content is reduced from 0.085% to 0,025% as a consequence of surface 
treatment with hydrophobic paint.  

However, several other investigations at the same exposure regime were rejected due to large 
deviations in the measured results from parallel tests. Indications are that the combination of 
freezing-thawing cycles and exposure to chloride penetration at an early age is too challenging for 
this low-carbon concrete. Maybe using larger test specimens might reduce the problem. If the frost 
damage leads to the secession of one single particle from the coarse aggregate, this might 
substantially influence the determined chloride profile. The size of one particle of the coarse 
aggregate constitutes quite a portion of the 100 mm cubes used in this investigation. 
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Figure 9. Chloride profile for cubes exposed to 56 freezing-thawing cycles (+/−20 
degrees Celsius), subsequent to 10 d maturing. The graphs represent the untreated 
references (Ref) and the test specimens treated with hydrophobic paint (TH). 

4. Conclusion 

1. Hydrophobic paint can protect against penetration of chloride ions into early age low-carbon 
concrete.  

2. The efficiency of the hydrophobic paint to prevent chloride penetration into concrete is 
expressed by the filtering effect. The filtering effect of the applied product is found to reduce the 
chloride penetration up to 90%, compared to that of the same concrete without surface treatment. 
This filtering effect is dependent on the polymerization time prior to exposure; 70% after 3 d 
polymerization and peeking on 90% after 7 d. Further polymerization time does not add 
substantially to the protection. 

3. While chloride penetration into the (unprotected) reference concrete was found to be 
time-dependent with a decreasing growth rate, the penetration into the test elements protected 
with hydrophobic paint was growing at a constant rate. It is suggested that this is due to the 
protective effect of the hydrophobic paint being degraded already after a few weeks. 

4. Tests from the harsh environment of repeated freezing-thawing cycles, while test specimen were 
partly submerged in 3.5% NaCl-solution, indicate that application of hydrophobic paint have the 
potential for reducing chloride penetration down to a level of 30% of the (unprotected) reference. 
However, large variations in the results from this test question the strength of this conclusion, as 
several other tests under the same conditions were rejected. A suggestion for follow-up 
investigations is to increase the size of the test specimen. 
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